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SIR STAFFORD CRIPPS'S WAR COMMENTARY

Foilowing is the text of the War Commentary given
at the Guildhall today by the,Minister for Aircraft

production, Sir Stafford Cripps,

To^ make a war commentary today is a most difficult thing to do. Everyone is

so well informed of .the progress of the war •• so far as information can be given
publicly that there is nothing new to be said in a general way*

Under these circumstances it seems,to me best that the cobbler should stick
to his-last, and so I propose-to make my comments upon that part of the war effort
with which I am at present charged, the production of aircraft.

Before telling you something of the accomplishments of our aircraft industry
in recent months I want to try and give-you some sort of picture of what that

industry is.

As you know in the pre-war years our aviation industry was'a’ small and quite
insignificant part of cur total industrial effort. Today it is the largest
single industry in the -country.

You can imagine what this has meant and still means in terms of production
and in the expansion net only of factory space but of personnel of all grades as

well. Not only has there been dilution of workers but dilution of management,
and of technical scientific and administrative staffs;.

But there is another aspect of the industry that deserves particular notice.

The aeroplane' of today is infinitely more complex than was its predecessor

even at the beginning of the war. Every fresh part that is added to an aeroplane
increases the complexity of the planning problem of production.

There., are today as'much as 70,000 different pieces and shapes of fabricated

materials' in a single aircraft end 'each one of these must come fonward punctually

in its place, manufactured,tested and often transported, if the production is

not to be held up, 69,999 may all be ready -and waiting but if the 70,000th part
is missing the aeroplane cannot be completed.

That is for one type of aircraft, but there are a great many types required -

Trainers, Fighters, Reconnaissance, Naval, Bombers, and all the rest.

Not only is there this great, complexity of parts for production but there

must also be an output of spares -and new parts to maintain the ever expanding fleet

of planes not only in this country but in every part of the world.

To do this work and produce the parts and the planes nearly 15,OOO separate

firms are today working in every part of the country.

Then- we must remember -another most .important fact. We have relied and most

properly relied in this v/ar upon the quality of our production -rather than upon

mere quantity alone.

This means constant changes to new types, and. such a change completely dis-

organises production for many months in those units where it takes place.

More than that existing types heave to undergo constant modification to improve

their perfonrianco or to suit the cjianging requirements of war.

planes for different climates and territories require a,ll kinds of adjustments

if they are to give a good performance under the. different climatic conditions.

What will do in..the Arctic is no good in the Tropics and vice-versa.

Each modefloation whether in the airframe, the engine,, the armament, or^ the

equipment means a disturbance' of the production line - new drawings, new machine

tools sometimes and perhaps the rendering useless of parts, already made. An. un-

economic performance in peace-time but absolutely essential in times of war.

Nothing but the best apd most-up-to-date is good enough for our magnificent

pilots. Those who are doing such splendid service in bombing Germany and Italy by

day and night must have the,,best material and machines regardless cf the trouble or

the cost of their production.

I mention these factors iio shew you that it is by no means a simple thing to

plan, so vast and complex* an industry,
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That we have heen able to do so has been ‘largely due to the devoted work

of the designers technicians and managements in the industry and to the loyal

co-operation of the workers*

It would give cn entirely false picture of the industry if people were to

imagine that because the press have advertised widely a few failures in management,
that that is the general rule. It is not. Those are the exceptional cases where

for some reason or another, perhaps over dilution, there has been a. breakdown in

the efficiency.

The general-rule is of good management under great difficulties, courageously

faced and overcome, and we all owe a debt of gratitude to those who have devoted

themselves with great ability and perseverance over long hours year after year to

running our aircraft factories.

Our designers too have done a grand job. Unfortunately we have not nearly

enough highly skilled personnel for our aviation industry - that is our fault because

in the past we have made no adequate provision for their training, but those who have

acquired the skill have managed to keep us ahead of our enemies and to give us

superiority of quality. This applies not only to airframe design but to engine

design and equipment of all kinds, as well as to that today invaluable aid to the

fighting aircraft =-* radio devices of every sort.

But the actual production in all these thousands of units is the job of the

workers men and women, of whom the great majority were quite unskilled when the

war started, S

The skilled workers have played a quite outstanding part in the training they
have given to the dilutees, and these latter have shown a remarkable aptitude.

Women both part-time and whole-time have become highly skilled in many cases

and are today nearly 4-Qfa of the entire industry. My only regret is that so few

are as yet found in the higher grades or amongst the managerial staffs.

The team work of the various productive units has been greatly improved
by the setting up of Joint Production Committees for the discussion of production
problems between the management and the workers. These are now working in all

the more enlightened factories and indeed in a vast majority of the factories.

Their value must largely depend upon their personnel and in some cases this is better

than in others^

Prom my personal experience of some 70 or more in factories that I have visited
I am convinced that they are making a great contribution to ;the war effort and I

look forward to their making as great a contribution to oue industrial production
after the war.

So much for the general picture of the industry - Now let me tell you some-

thing of what it has done for the country.

It is very difficult to find any figure which will give you a general measure

of its efficiency but ;perhaps the best general measure is the structure weight

per v/orker employed. That is to say we take the actual manufactured weight of all

the complete aircraft made in a given period and divide it by the number of people.*
employed during that period in the whole industry.

Now comparing March 1942 with March 1943 there has been an overall increase of

over one third in fact *“ in weight produced per person employed.

That is a very remarkable record of increased efficiency throughout the

industry and it is largely because of that greatly increased efficiency that we have

been able to increase our production so significantly.

I cannot of course give you any figures of what our output is but I can give
you an indication of its progress, and remember that one aeroplane today is

much more complicated and therefore more labour-absorbing than one aircraft in' 1941
or even 1942.*

-■ But here arc two figures in structure weight again as it is no good comparing
big bombers with small trainers,
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In the first quarter of this year the total output of completed aircraft
in structure neight was half as much again - in fact more - than last year
in the same quarter*

The Heavy Bomber output was even "bettor talcing that on the some "basis
it was 3y times, as much in the first quarter of 1943 as in the first quarter
of last year# • '■>

That will give you some idea of how wo. are still expanding our output#
Ghr planned programme will continue increasing right throughout the'year, hut

there is a limit to the labour and the raw materials available* These are not

only - required for new production#

The more wo produce the more there is to maintain and to repair# Today,
apart irom the minor repairs done by the Royal Air Force or repairs done

overseas, we in M.A.P. are repairing monthly in this country a number of planes
equivalent to about 2/3rds of the monthly output, and a number of engines of

the same , order#,

'■

;• Actually our output of spares with which to supply the Royal Air Force

here and overseas-and . our own repair centres is - equivalent in volume of output
in some types to as much as half the monthly output of planes# That is to say
that if of a certain type of fighter say wo were to turn out 100 in a. given
period we. should be turning out in the same period the equivalent of another 50
in the form of spares# • ■ , :t

So the limit vail como when no more labour or materials are there to supply
the essential spares, do the necessary repairs and in addition to increase out

.output of finished planes# .

Then wo shall only be able to do better by increasing still more the

efficiency of our units and by saving more material that now finds its way into

the scrap bin# ■

To both’those points wo are devoting ourselves and for both we want the

v/holchearted backing of management and workers alike#

There is one and only one criterion that I have by which to judge either

of management or labour and that is are they,doing their utmost for the war

effort or could the war effort be improved by any change or alteration,,

Nothing whatever should be allowed to stand in the way of that effort, and

nothing will be allowed to so far as I can clear it out of the way#

There.'is one final' feo-ture of this aspect of our industrial'effort to

which I would like to refer and that is our close collaboration with the

Dominions and with the United States of America#

■ .It is not always realised that Canada and Australia have both of them

considerable aircraft industries today and 'these are closely linked up with our

own industry and with iry department by interchange of technical advice# Canada

too is helping us out with a number of special manufactures and is now contributing

a considerable volume of aircraft to the common pool#

The Australian Minister of Aircraft Production has just been over here to

study our Industry with experts., and we have much ' enjoyed showing him all there

was to be seen and we have promised him all the help wo can give for the industry

in Australia#

With the United States we have the most friendly and close liaison and

recently we sent a special mission of highly qualified technicians over under

Sir Roy Fedden who were shown everything by our American Allies and given every

help and assistance and they have in consequence returned with what we hope will

prove to be most valuable results for our war effort#
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, To-day we are using American made British Engines in our big bombers and

American propellers on other planes. There is a complete interchange of ideas,

Apparatus and designs which is for the very great benefit of us both.

I make no claims for myself or for my department, except that it contains a

first class lot of loyal and hardworking men and women doing their best to forward

the war effort - but I do claim for the managements, technicians and workers in

the aircraft and allied industries that they have done and are doing a good job

and that they have deserved well of the country by supplying an ever-increasing
flow of aircraft of the highest quality despite- the difficulties of the over rapid

expansion of their industry and of its dispersal for safety reasons.-

They, as we all, have but one purpose to win the victory, and when we read as

we daily do the brilliant exploits of our Air Force we can judge how far our air-

craft workers are achieving that purpose by supplying the materials with which our

Air Force are trained and with -which, they fight or bomb the enemy.

Perhaps I may finish with one word as to the future. 'While the war lasts we

must concentrate upon war manufacture, but we must not allow our aircraft industry
to disappear when the war is over.

We cannot hope to maintain it in its present swollen proportions, nor would

it be wise or healthy to do so, but we must see to it that we make our proper
contribution to the research, development and production of aeroplanes lafter the

war is over and we return into the ways of peace.

To do that, one of the first necessities will be to have a far greater supply
of highly trained scientists and technicians in aeronautical engineering, numbers

comparable with those of our great Russian ’and American allies.

To do that we must provide the proper training in quantity and in quality
and we not be afraid to take that responsibility upon our shoulders as a

Government.

It will not only be in this industry that we shall require better and more ■
extended facilities for higher technical and scientific education and training,
exactly the same thing will be necessary in a hundred other industries if we are

to reconstruct those industries upon a modern scientific basis, and if we,are to

carry out the research and development work on a scale consistent with our world

position, ■

We must use our war expansion in the engineering industries as a basis for

better peace-time industries of the future and for that the first requirement is

better arid more extended educational facilities open freely to the intelligent
from all classes and sections of the population.

MINISTRY OF AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION
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